Drive with REASON

it’s FARMING season!

Country roads.
Scenic.
Farmland.
Peaceful.

DANGEROUS.
Farmers depend on our highways while they grow our food and fiber, especially during the busy farming seasons like spring planting and summer/fall harvest.

Use these tips to safely share the road:

What is an SMV sign?
SMV stands for slow-moving-vehicle. This sign must be displayed on all farm equipment designed to operate at speeds 25 mph or less when traveling on the road.

Farm equipment may use other safety alerts.
- Lights and reflectors positioned to the extreme left and right of their sides.
- Driver is using turn or hand signals.
- Reflector tape (usually white, silver or red).
- Using lights from sundown to sun up.
- An escort vehicle that may display a flashing, oscillating or rotating light or warning lights.
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